
 >  If the power in your office fails tonight, and all of your 
computers crash, how quickly can you recover?  

 And perhaps more importantly, at what cost? According to the U.S. Department of Labor, 93% of companies 
that experience a disaster go out of business within 5 years—even if they can recover in the short term.

 In any given business or industry, it can be difficult to pinpoint the exact damage that would occur should 
any unplanned downtime arise—especially when you consider nontangible costs like damage to your brand 
and reputation. 

  To assign a dollar value to these risks, and to help ensure you’re realizing the greatest value possible when 
investing in a business continuity solution, use the following formula:
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Let’s consider each component of this equation:

> Lost Revenue
 Identify your business needs that generate revenue, and estimate what percentage of that revenue is 

dependent on IT uptime. For an e-commerce website, 100 percent of business will be impacted by uptime.  
For a floral shop, perhaps only 10 percent of business is impacted by uptime because people can still walk into 
the store even when the website is down.

 You’ll also want to calculate how much revenue is lost per hour based on downtime per business area.  
For example, say the e-commerce website generates $100/hour. If the website is down 2 hours, the business 
loses $200. For the flower shop, say you generate $100/hour in business. If your website is down for 2 hours,  
this only affects 10% of the business, so only $20 is lost. 

 Add together these different revenue-generating areas to get the total cost of downtime per hour  
for your business.

> Lost Productivity 
 Not only does downtime keep new money from coming in, but it also has costs associated with employees who 

are performing non-revenue related activities. 

 Note: These calculations will differ from one aspect of your business to the next. For instance, at a dentist’s office, 
the actual dentist may not be impacted by a server going down—but the receptionist can only work at 50 
percent capacity (he/she can answer phones, but can’t book appointments because they don’t have access to 
the calendar).

 Calculate each employee’s hourly rates, and multiply the salary the employee earns per hour by their utilization 
percentage. For instance, if the receptionist from the dentist’s office makes $10/hour and she or she can only 
work 50 percent when systems are down, the dentist office is losing $5/hour of downtime for that employee. 
Add up these costs for all employees.

> Cost to Recover 
 Determining exactly how much it will cost to return to normal business operations after a disaster can be 

difficult, but it’s a necessary calculation for even the most basic backup plans. These costs include services 
needed to recover lost data, physical tools/devices that may need repairs or replacements, ongoing costs as a 
result of data loss, and more. Pull as much of this information together as possible, and ask yourself whether or 
not you could afford to recover should a disaster strike today.

> Intangible Costs
 Any damage to reputation or brand that results in dollars lost is considered an intangible cost. Downtime 

creates a very negative buzz, particularly when handled poorly—so having a thorough understanding of the 
potential long-term impact on future sales and customer retention can help business owners see the real 
value of being prepared for such an event. Intangible costs can be very difficult to calculate—in some cases 
impossible—which is why it’s so important to remain proactive. 

> The Result
 All these elements equal your total cost of downtime (per hour), a number that’s incredibly valuable to have  

in your pocket as you begin to explore business-continuity solutions. Knowing your total cost of downtime  
gives you a realistic value for your day-to-day operations, and provides a baseline to build your business case 
for investing in Business IT Services.



 > Cost of Downtime Worksheet
 Put a value on your day-to-day operations and determine what it would cost your business per hour if your 

technology were to fail. 
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dependent on  
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_____________%

 
 

Revenue lost per hour 
based on downtime  

per business area

$ _____________

 
 

Subtotal of  
lost revenue 

$ _____________ 

Lost Productivity  
 

Percentage of revenue 
dependent on  

IT uptime

_____________%

 
 

Revenue lost per hour 
based on downtime  

per business area

$ _____________

 
 

Subtotal of  
lost productivity 

$ _____________ 

Cost to Recover  
 

Cost of services needed 
to recover lost data 

$ _____________

 
 

Cost of 
 physical tools/devices 

$ _____________

 
 

Subtotal of  
cost to recover  

$ _____________ 

Cost of Intangibles  
 

Cost of damage to 
reputation or brand 

$ _____________

 
 

Cost of lost future sales 
and customer retention 

$ _____________

 
 

Subtotal of  
cost of intangibles 

$ _____________ 

The Result  
 
 
 

TOTAL

 
 

Total cost of  
downtime  

$ _____________
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 > Put Your Budget to Better Use with Proactive IT Management
 If too much of your professional time and resources are spent outside your interest and expertise, and if IT issues 

distract you from growing your business, it’s time to review your options for Business IT solutions. 

 Take away the worry, frustration and considerable cost of managing your organization’s IT environment.  
With Business IT, a team of experts watch over your systems 24/7/365, and step in the moment a glitch  
or issue is discovered. In most instances, you won’t know there was ever an issue. This proactive approach  
to IT maintenance keeps small problems from becoming big...and expensive!

 Intelligent-remote-monitoring tools and 24/7 back-office services provide expert, cost-effective IT management 
to ensure your systems operate as required and deliver the ROI you expected.

 Key elements include:
 Server Monitoring and Care

 Business IT providers use active-yet-unobtrusive software to track and analyze your server activity around 
the clock. When a system or function fails to work properly, an alert is generated and the team immediately 
investigates the issue. Once the problem is identified, steps are taken to resolve it—either remotely or on-site,  
as necessary.   

 Desktop Monitoring and Care

 Another aspect of Business IT is preventive maintenance service for desktops, which proactively and regimentally 
monitors and addresses common problems experienced by desktop users. Whether it’s viruses, spyware issues 
or installing patches, Business IT handles these issues—quietly and in the background while your employees 
remain productive.

 Network and Security Assessments

 How healthy is your overall network? On a regular basis, your Business IT provider will generate reports on 
the state of your systems, letting you know of any potential problems that fall outside safe parameters of the 
managed IT services. With these comprehensive assessments, you’ll always have the best information  
for choosing your most effective options.

 What’s more, with everything that’s documented, Business IT teams are continually building intelligence into 
remote monitoring software by documenting the resolution to thousands of issues and incorporating them back 
into their software. Expert technicians work around the clock to ensure your systems not only remain healthy, 
but also optimized for performance. 

 Need help building your case for Business IT? Contact us to learn the simplest  
and most affordable way to keep your IT network in top form.


